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1)  Supporting letters from the local 

authorities of the regions where Eyes of 

the world Foundation implements its 

projects 

 







Chahid Hafed, 12th December 2018 

Champalimaud Foundation 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

I am writing to you as the Minister of Health of the Sahrawi Arab Democratic Republic 

(RASD). 

With its program ‘Eyes of Sahara’ Eyes of the world Foundation has been working in the 

Sahrawi population camps since 2001.  It has provided support to the Public Health 

Ministry and the Department of Ophthalmology with an integral ophthalmological and 

optical project, improving the ophthalmological health of the Sahrawi refugee 

population over all these years of intervention. 

Given the characteristics of the inhospitable territory in which we find ourselves, with 

extreme temperatures in summer and winter, the Sahrawi refugee population suffers a 

high percentage of ocular pathologies and refractive defects. This has a tremendous 

impact on the quality of life for a population that at an early age suffers ocular 

pathologies that are either avoidable or curable such as cataracts, refractive defects … 

and chronic conditions such as glaucoma which acutely affect vision and, if not treated 

may lead to blindness. 

During the Eyes of the world Foundation’s work I would like to highlight the 

interventions that have provided innumerable benefits to the Sahrawi refugee 

population, they include: 

- Providing support to the consultation network and/or Ophthalmological 

Department workshops with the provision of consumable materials, equipment, 

and material. Also, improving infrastructures. 

- Performing two surgical commissions every year with an average of 150 

interventions per year. 

- Training personnel in the Ophthalmology Department and Primary Care which 

has enhanced the knowledge and management of ocular pathologies. 

- Awareness interventions for the population in ocular health. 

- Support for the improvement of the working and management of the 

Ophthalmology Department. 

Due to all of the above, I would like to recommend the Eyes of the world Foundation as 

a candidate for the Champalimaud Award. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

Mr. Mohamed Lamin Deddi, Minister of Health 



MINISTERE DE L'ADMINISTRATION TERRITORIALE

ET DE LA DECENTRATISATION

REPUBLIQUE DU MALI

Un Peuple - Un Bui - Une Foi

Mopti, le'18 décembre 2018

N"t 8- 220 lCRM

Le Président du Conseil régionol de Mopti

A

Monsieur le Président du Jury.

Objet: Appui ù lo condidqture
Fondolion ChomPolimoud.

Monsieur le Président du JurY,

de lo Fondotion Les Yeux du Monde ou Prix de lo

Lo Fondotion Les yeux du Monde, depuis 2008, oppuie I'Etot Molien dons I'oméliorotion

de lo sonté oculoire. Ceci o permis de souloger considéroblement les populotions de lo

5ème région odministrotive du poys (Mopti) qui en ovoieni tont besoin. ll en esi oussi de

même du disirjct de Bomoko à trovers I'oppui foit à l'lnstitut d'Ophtolmologie Tropicole

de I'Afrique <t IOTA tr.

C'est oussi ovec un réel ploisir et une gronde conviction que je vous écris pour décrire

les efforts consentis jusqu'à ce jour et vous demonder son couronnement. Nos

préoccupotions ont de tout temps été prises en compte dons tous leurs projets de

documenT éloborés et que nous ovons pleinement soutenus cor ils s'inscrivenl dons le
plon strotégique notionol de luTte contre lo cécité.

En effet, ils prennent en comPÏe :

- dons I'oméliorotion des ressources humoines de quolité por lo formotion initiole et

leur perfectionnemenÏ
- dons le développement des équipemenis el infrcsTructures

- dons lo lutte contre lo molodie.

En outre, lo Fondotion Les Yeux du Monde :

- - rend les soins oculoires occessibles oux populotions les plus ruroles, les plus isolées

de lo région de Mopti.



- ll ossocie plusieurs octeurs locoux (outorités odministrotives, élus des collectiviTés

territorioles, ogents de sonté, ouiorités sqniToires locoles, ossocioiions locoles,

populotion ...) oux octions menées dons le codre de leurs projeis.

- ll touche les personnes les plus vulnérobles, notommenT les enfonts, les femmes et

les personnes ôgées, en foisont souvent oppel ou même tissu sociol du poys, tel que

lo CAFO (Coordinolion des Associotions et ONGs Féminines du Moli)'

Les ociions de lo Fondotion Yeux du Monde ont eu un impoct très positif sur

l'oméliorotion de lo quolité de vie des hobilonts de lo région de Mopti, en porticulier

des mineurs, des femmes et des personnes ôgées, collectifs vulnérobles qui onT reçu

une otTention porticulière.

Cependont selon les estimqtions, plus de ,l.865 nouveoux cos de cotorocte sonT

encore répertoriés choque onnée o Mopti, ce qui nécessite encore une intervention

encore plus rigoureuse. C'est pourquoi, le Conseil régionol de Mopti réoffirme son

souTien sons foille à Yeux du Monde dons lo mise en ceuvre de ses octivités, mois oussi à

consocrer tous les efforls et les ressources possibles pour ossurer lo continuité et lo

pérennité des ocTions développées.

Nous osons espérer que I'obtenTion de ce prix de lo FondoTion Chompolimoud sero un

couronnemenl de tous ces efforts. mois oussi qu'elle permeiirq lo prolongotion de

quelques onnées encore des octivités de sonté oculoire pour le bien-être des

populotions locoles. I

Je vous prie d'occepter, Monsieur le Président du Jury. I'expression de notre

considérotion disTinguée.

Le Présideni

Macki CISSE



MINISTRY OF DECENTRALISATION                                      REPUBLIC OF MALI 

                    AND LOCAL TAX OFFICE                                  One people–One goal–One Faith 

    

  GOVERNORATE OF MOPTI  

  Postcode: 185 Mopti, Tel: 21 420 762, Fax: 21 420 765                 

  E-mail: assregionmopti@yahoo.fr                  

                                                                                 Mopti, 18th December 2018 

N°17-147/CRM                                        

   The President of the regional council of Mopti 

to 

the President of the Jury 

                                                                                      
 

Object: Endorsement of the Eyes of the world Foundation candidacy to the 

Champalimaud Foundation  

 

Mr President of the Jury,  

 

The Eyes of the world Foundation has been supporting the Malian State in the 

improvement of its eye health since 2008. This has allowed us to significantly relieve 

the pain of the people in the fifth administrative region of the country (Mopti), who 

really needed it. The Foundation has also had an impact in the district of Bamako 

through the support given to the African Institute of Tropical Ophthalmology (AITO). 

It is also with great pleasure and true conviction that I write to you to describe the 

Foundation’s efforts to this day and kindly request their being awarded the price. The 

Foundation has always considered our concerns when developing their projects and 

we have always completely supported them because the projects were devised to 

fit into our national strategic plan to fight against blindness. 

In fact, they include: 

- Improving skilled human resources from initial to professional development 

trainings; 

- Updating and developing equipment and infrastructures; 

- Fighting against disease. 

Furthermore, the Eyes of the world Foundation: 

- Tends to the primary eye care needs of the people in the most rural and 

isolated areas in the region of Mopti; 

- Involves many local actors such as health workers, local health authorities or 

local associations in the actions performed as part of their projects; 

- Reaches the most vulnerable members of the community—especially 

children, women, and the elderly—through local civil society organisations like 

mailto:assregionmopti@yahoo.fr


the CAFO (Coordination of Women’s associations and NGOs from Mali, in 

French). 

The actions carried out by the Eyes of the World Foundation have had an incredibly 

positive impact in the improvement of the quality of life of the people in Mopti, 

especially that of minors, women, and the elderly, who have received particular 

attention given that they are the most vulnerable groups. 

 

Nonetheless, it is estimated that over 1,865 new cataract cases are detected in the 

Mopti region every year. Therefore, the region needs an even more rigorous 

intervention. This is the reason why the Office of the Governor of Mopti insists on 

unconditionally supporting Eyes of the world activities as well as investing all efforts 

and resources possible to ensure the continuity of performed actions. 

 

We can only hope that being awarded with the Champalimaud Foundation price 

will not only recognise all of their efforts but also allow the continuity of eye health 

activities to ensure the wellbeing of local people a few more years. 

 

I kindly request you, Mr President of the Jury, to accept the present expression of our 

deep regard for the work performed by the Eyes of the world Foundation. 

 

 

The president 

 

 

 

Macki Cisse 
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Champalimaud Foundation   12th December 2018, La Paz 

Av. Brasilia 

1400-038 Lisbon, Portugal 
 

 

Object: Recognition to the Eyes of the world’s Foundation work 

 

 

Distinguished members of the Jury, 

 

I am writing to you today to officially support the Eyes of the world Foundation 

candidacy to the Antonio Champalimaud Vision Award given my profound 

respect for the work performed by the former. 

 

The work that the Eyes of the world Foundation has carried out for the last 15 

years has allowed many unnecessarily blind people to regain their vision. 

 

However, beyond its medical and surgical activities, Eyes of the world is defined 

by its will to implement a unique cooperation model involving our Public 

Healthcare System by prioritising the training of local personnel, educating the 

population on eye care, and creating integral ophthalmic care networks, that 

involve local personnel and aim at achieving sustainable results. 

 

The presence of the Eyes of the world Foundation in the rural areas of the La 

Paz, Oruro, and Tarija departments has contributed to the improvement of the 

eye health of thousands of Bolivarians. There are many instances of their work: 

One of them would be the work the Foundation carried out in La Paz 

department where, in cooperation with the Departmental Government and 

Municipal Governments, a public urban and rural eye care network was 

established. This network has operating rooms and consultations run by 

Bolivarian professionals who have received a subspecialty training sponsored 

by the Foundation and whose work has proven sustainable under guidance of 

governmental counterparts: Another instance of their work would be the cases 

of Oruro and Tarija. In these departments, the eye care network model is being 

replicated in order to increase access to eye care for the most vulnerable 

individuals of the population. 

 

Furthermore, we especially appreciate and value greatly the Eyes of the world 

contribution to the National Committee for Eye Care and Prevention and Fight 

against Blindness that is a part of the Ministry of Health. It is thanks to their 

contributions in the committee that we are able to improve the Eye Health area 

of the Ministry and we can put all necessary measures in place to avoid 

unnecessarily blind Bolivarians in the future. 

 

I thus recommend that she is awarded the recognition of the Fundação 

Champlimaud because, even if significant achievements for the wellbeing of the 

Bolivarian people have been made, there is still a lot of work to do in the area of 



eye health in Bolivia. Therefore, this award would mean a direct investment to 

improve the quality of life of the people of Bolivia. 

Given the many results achieved throughout the years and the great potential 

the Foundation has to improve the eye health of the most vulnerable in the 

future, the Antonio Champalimaud Vision Award would definitely a great driver 

as well as recognition for their work. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

 

Rodrigo Guzman 

Manager of the Eye Care Section of the Ministry of Health of Bolivia 











 

Object: Information about Eyes of the World Foundation 

 

To the Jury of the Champalimaud Foundation Award. 

As the Governor of the Province of Inhambane, it is my pleasure to address this jury to 

acknowledge the good work achieved by the Eyes of the world Foundation in Inhambane, and 

to support its candidacy for the Antonio Champalimaud Vision Award. 

The work performed by the Eyes of the World Foundation in recent years has allowed us to 

improve ophthalmologic care since they started working — in particular cataract treatment 

for the most vulnerable populations in Inhambane Province — a treatment that was not 

possible before the Foundation started their work. 

The Eyes of the world program started in 2002 with a pilot program for surgical expeditions at 

Maputo Central Hospital in 2003. In addition to working with Maputo Central Hospital, the 

Eyes of the world Foundation started working in the Inhambane Province with a surgical team 

at the Provincial Hospital of Inhambane, where they performed 722 consultations and 322 

cataract surgeries. 

From 2004 up until now, the Foundation has been working in Inhambane Province, using a 

comprehensive approach, with particular emphasis on the following lines of intervention: 

1.- Ocular care was the initial focus of Eyes of the World for serving the population. Thus, with 

the support of the Eyes of the world Foundation, the number of primary care locations in 

Inhambane Province increased from 3 to currently 5 locations, and the number of 

consultations rose from 8,000 to 25,000 a year, with 600 cataracts operated annually. In 

addition, over the years, the Eyes of the world Foundation has dispatched more than 30 

surgical expeditions composed of renowned doctors who performed 17,000 consultations, 

and operated on 5,000 cataracts, in the Provincial Hospital of Inhambane. 

The Foundation also initiated screenings at schools for early diagnosis of refractive errors in 

school-age children, in coordination with the Provincial Education Board. 

Finally, the Eyes of the world Foundation holds annual consultations at the Provincial Prison, 

the Orphanage of the City of Inhambane and the Elderly Assistance Center of the City in 

coordination with the Provincial Directorate of Gender, Children and Social Action. 

2.- Donations of equipment, material and medicine, are important activities taken on by the 

Eyes of the world Foundation, so the Province of Inhambane now has equipment for two 

functioning operating rooms, one at the Provincial Hospital of Inhambane, and the other at 

the Rural Hospital of Vilankulo. The Foundation has also provided the material and 

medications needed to perform 600 cataract surgeries, and 25,000 consultations. 

  



 

In partnership with the Provincial Hospital of Inhambane, the Foundation has also opened an 

optical workshop at the Hospital, and another one at the Vilankulo Rural Hospital (the latter 

privately run by a Women's Association from the city of Vilankulo). Both optical workshops 

operate in a sustainable manner, without financial support from the Eyes of the world 

Foundation.  

3.- Training of professionals, as the lack of trained personnel is substantial. There were no 

ophthalmologists in Inhambane when the Eyes of the world Foundation started working there, 

and there were only 3 Mozambican ophthalmologists throughout Mozambique. 

In this regard, one of the first initiatives of Eyes of the World was to train local staff, through 

which we have made important progress: 

- 1 Ophthalmologist trained in Barcelona and Maputo for 4 years. 

- 5 Ophthalmology specialists trained in Barcelona during the last 6 months of their 

residence. 

- The entire team of the Ophthalmology Service at the Maputo Central Hospital has 

been trained in situ by internationally renowned specialists in the retina, oculoplasty, 

cataract and pediatric ophthalmology subspecialties. 

- 1,000 Health Professionals (including community health officials, triage specialists and 

traditional doctors) trained in basic eye health.  

- Teachers from Inhambane schools were also trained to assess Visual Acuity for early 

detection of their students' ocular pathologies. 

- All ophthalmology technicians (7) were trained in refraction and fitting of glasses. 

- Scholarships were granted for the training of the Provincial Ophthalmology 

Representative of the Inhambane Province in Ocular Health Program Management. 

- Scholarships were granted for training of two technicians for hospital equipment 

maintenance. 

4.- Prevention plays an important role in the Eyes of the world Foundation work, both through 

school screenings, as well as through information, education and communication activities to 

raise public awareness about good habits that promote eye health. These are done through 

pamphlets, posters, communication through the provincial media channels such as radio, and 

through theater sessions. In this regard, the Eyes of the world Foundation has established 

several civil associations in theater and awareness techniques. 

In 2016, the Eyes of the world Foundation conducted a Rapid Assessment on Avoidable 

Blindness (RAAB) survey on the incidence of preventable blindness, and this survey showed 

that the main causes of blindness in the Inhambane Province are uncorrected cataracts and 

refractive errors, and that each year the province sees 1,300 new cases of cataracts. 

In addition to these lines of intervention, it is important to highlight the presence of the Eyes 

of the World on several coordination platforms aimed at improving its partnerships with 

governmental entities – in particular with the Ministry of Health at the national level, and with 

DPS-I (Provincial Department of Health – Inhambane) at the provincial level. 



Therefore, at the national level, the Eyes of the world Foundation is part of the Mozambican 

Eye Care Coalition (MECC), which brings together all organizations dedicated to improving eye 

health and reducing the prevalence of blindness in Mozambique, and a representative of the 

National Ophthalmology Service of the Ministry of Health. This group aims to jointly establish 

the intervention and strategy lines of the National Ophthalmology Service Program, and lobby 

to make Ocular Health a priority for the Ministry of Health. 

At the provincial level, the Eyes of the world Foundation actively participates in the Forum of 

Organizations working in the health sector in Inhambane. This forum brings together all health 

cooperation partners and DPS-I, and aims to improve communication between DPS and the 

Partners, as well as to improve coordination of activities. 

The Eyes of the world Foundation also participates in the national ophthalmology conference, 

and organizes an annual gathering of the ophthalmology sector at the provincial level. 

 

For all these reasons, and in order to consolidate the impact and the results achieved so far, 

it is necessary for Eyes of the World to continue its work in Inhambane Province, especially in 

the more rural areas. Therefore, I once again appeal to recognize the positive work achieved 

by Eyes of the World, and for them to be rewarded with the Antonio Champalimaud Vision 

Award. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Inhambane, December 24, 2018 

 

The Governor of Inhambane Province 

 

___________________________________________ 

Daniel Francisco Chapo 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2)  Supporting letter from Mr. Tarrach, 

President of the European University 

Association 

 







 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Supporting letter from Mr. Martorell, 

Assistant Professor – Lock Haven University 

of Pennsylvania 

 

 
 




